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ABSTRACT

Natural laminar flow techniques have long been sought after as a means of
improving racing sailplane performance. Slotted, natural-laminar-flow airfoils have
the potential to be the next great technological advance in sailplanes because of their
mechanical simplicity and ability to reduce wing profile drag. Wing and horizontal
stabilizer areas are resized for a standard-class glider in this study to take
advantage of the increased Cl,max seen with the S414 airfoil as compared to current
airfoils, Cl,max = 1.842 vs. 1.183 at R = 1 x 106, respectively, while maintaining similar
climb rates in thermals. An SNLF airfoil-based sailplane outperforms a competitive
standard-class glider at thermal strengths above 2.5 m/s and having an average
thermal radius of 150m. These results motivate future work in designing an SNLF
airfoil specifically optimized for sailplane lift coefficient ranges, with the potential to
increase the performance gains outlined in this study.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The recent development of slotted, natural-laminar-flow (SNLF) airfoils and potential
applications on rotorcraft, business jets, and commercial aircraft motivated this project of
studying their potential usefulness on a competition sailplane. Optimization of the design of an
SNLF airfoil-based sailplane must include considerations of total aircraft drag and existing data
from soaring competitions. Soaring strategies to take advantage of the potential performance
gains from integrating an SNLF airfoil on a sailplane during both thermal and interthermal flight
must be taken into account. To perform well in all portions of competition, and have the best
average cross-country speeds, parameters such as wing loading and drag coefficients are
considered during both glide and climb. The sailplane designed in this study will be for
competition in the Standard-Class group, which limits the span of a sailplane to 15m and
prohibits use of flaps. The resulting cross-country flight performance of this SNLF-airfoil
equipped sailplane is compared with flight performance data of the Discus-2b sailplane. Data
from previous competitions influences the thermal models that are used to verify the design's
dominance in expected competition conditions. These data are simplified by considering only
two thermal sizes to compare each sailplane and evaluate the influence of the changes made to
the airfoil and wing planform.
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Chapter 2
Background

Drag Components
The wing profile drag, which is given by

𝐷𝑝 =

1 2
𝜌𝑉 𝑆𝐶𝑑𝑝
2

(1)

accounts for a significant portion of the total drag on a sailplane, greater than any other
contribution [1]. Profile drag has the largest effect on sailplane performance during interthermal
flight, corresponding to flight at high speeds and low lift coefficients, greatly influencing the
performance at high speeds, displayed in Figs. 1 and 2. Techniques to reduce this drag, and thus
greatly improve a sailplane's flight in cruise, are commonly used today.

Figure 1: Trade-off between induced and profile drag [1]
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Figure 2: Drag components on a sailplane as portions of sink rate [1]

The reduction of induced drag, as expressed by
1 2
𝑘𝐶𝐿 2
2
𝑊 2
𝐷𝑖 = 𝜌𝑉 𝑆 (
)=
( )
2
𝜋𝑒𝐴𝑅
𝜋𝜌𝑉 2 𝑒 𝑏

(2)

is a major consideration for sailplane design as well. A sailplane must be able to circle with a
low sink rate in thermals that will change dramatically in size and strength depending on the
weather. This turning flight occurs at low speeds and high lift coefficients where induced drag
dominates. Induced drag is typically reduced by increasing the span, or in the span-limited case,
by incorporating winglets.

Airfoil Selection, S414 SNLF Airfoil
Natural laminar airfoils, commonly used to maximize laminar flow, are limited to the
extent they can maintain laminar flow along the chord of the airfoil by the need to recover the
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pressure to freestream at the trailing edge. The slotted, natural-laminar-flow airfoil is not held to
the same limitations as single-element airfoils, and is able to maintain a favorable pressure
gradient further along the chord of the airfoil as shown in Fig. 3.

Figure 3: S414 pressure distribution near the middle of the low drag, low coefficient range [2]

This correlates to almost entirely laminar flow along the front element while remaining
mechanically simple. The SNLF airfoil concept is a passive concept designed to maintain
extensive laminar flow in cruise, achieve a high maximum lift coefficient, and be less susceptible
to leading edge contamination than currently employed airfoils [3]. The SNLF airfoil provides a
greater Cl,max than a same thickness single-element airfoil, while simultaneously reducing the
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sectional profile drag without the added complexity that are a consequence of active laminarflow techniques.

Figure 4: Drag polar; comparison of the Discus-2 Inboard, S103, and S414 Airfoils at R = 1x106 (left),
R = 3x106 (right)

As can be observed in Fig. 4, both the S103 and S414 SNLF airfoils have larger Cl,max
values and comparable drag compared to the current inboard Discus-2b airfoil for lift coefficient
ranges expected for interthermal flight (at R = 3x106, low Cl) and moderate thermal conditions
(at R = 1x106, high Cl). The S414 airfoil maintains lower drag over a larger Cl range and a higher
Cl,max values compared to the S103, which suggests it as the more appropriate for use in this
study of the application of SNLF airfoils to sailplanes. All sectional data for the S414, which is
shown in Fig. 5, is taken from theoretical results from MSES, a well-verified, multi-element code
and experimental results from the Pennsylvania State University Low-Speed, Low-Turbulence
Wind Tunnel [4]. It was optimized for rotorcraft applications, with a low drag range at lower lift
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coefficients than desired for a sailplane application [2]. Lower drag could likely be traded off
with a lower Cl,max, as the value obtained on the S414 is probably higher than necessary for this
application. While the S414 is a good option, performance gains could be increased further if a
design optimized for a typical sailplane cruise lift coefficient range was pursued.

Figure 5: S414 Slotted, Natural-Laminar-Flow Airfoil [2]

Thermal Model
Soaring is an international sport, testing the performance of both the thermal and
interthermal flight performance of a sailplane and its pilot. A typical course challenges pilots to
reach different waypoints while trying to achieve the fastest cross-country speed possible.
Weather will have a great impact on the strength and size of thermals on a given competition
day, and consequently on the speeds achieved by the competitors. For analysis purposes,
designers must chose thermal characteristics to be used to calculate performance in climb.
Turning flight performance of the sailplane is obtained by adjusting the straight-flight speed
polar at optimal bank angles. Typical sink rates, various bank angles, turning radii, and airspeeds
are presented in Fig. 6. This information is overlaid with that of the thermal characteristics to
obtain the conditions of the glider’s best climb rate in a given thermal, as summarized in Fig. 7.
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Figure 6: The sink rate as it depends on turning radius, bank
angle, and airspeed [5]

Figure 7: The glider rate of climb as it depends on turning
radius for a typical glider [5]

Because detailed flight data has only become available recently with the advent of flight-data
loggers, designers in the past largely analyzed competition performance using standard thermal
profiles defined by thermal strength and size. These models still present useful information,
including simple models of the distribution of thermal strength outwards from the core, such as
what is displayed in Fig. 8.
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Figure 8: Horstmann thermal-mix profiles applied to a 300km flight [5]
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Chapter 3
Design

PGEN and ACCS
Polar Generation Software (PGEN), an internally developed program, is used in this
study to analyze the performance of the base and designed aircraft. This program uses tabulated
airfoil data and aircraft geometry input by the user. The data includes Cl, Cd, and Cm, fuselage
drag as an equivalent flat plate area, and the wing and tail planforms. Non-planar, multiple
lifting-line methods are used to calculate the induced drag, and the profile drag is obtained from
the tabulated airfoil data. Trim drag is calculated by determining the lift of the wing and the
resulting lift force necessary on the tail. PGEN ultimately generates the straight and turning
flight polars for any number of flight conditions. Sample input files can be found in Figs. 19 and
20.
ACCS takes the output of PGEN and a user selected thermal radius to calculate the
average cross-country speeds at varying thermal strengths. The use of a single thermal profile
still provides a meaningful comparison between aircraft and way to measure the impact of
integrating the SNLF airfoil. The thermal profile is superimposed over the predicted turning
polars to obtain an optimal climb rate, while the optimum inter-thermal cruise speeds are
determined using speed-to-fly theory and the straight flight polar. These speeds are combined to
obtain the average cross-country speed. Both of these programs have been well validated with
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flight-test data and provide enough accuracy for comparing the baseline and SNLF-incorporated
aircraft flight performance [7].

Integrating the S414 Airfoil into the Discus-2b

The Discus-2b, shown in Fig. 9, is a highly competitive, Standard-Class sailplane (wingspan
limited to 15m, no flaps), manufactured by Schempp-Hirth. This aircraft is an appropriate
baseline to compare against an SNLF airfoil-based design.

Figure 9: Discus-2b Standard-Class Sailplane by Schempp-Hirth [8]
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The guidelines used for designing the SNLF glider presented below are:
1) b = 15m (Standard-Class requirement)
2) Aft element fixed (no flaps for standard-class requirement)
3) Same fuselage as the Discus-2b
4) Same empty weight and maximum ballast as Discus-2b
5) Similar climb rates as the Discus-2b

In soaring competitions, a successful strategy involves staying close to other competitors
throughout the course to help find lift. This makes it difficult to take advantage of gains in climb
performance, where a given thermal may have several competitors flying in it at the same time.
Safety is a first priority and so, while it is important to climb efficiently, it is also important to
obey certain “rules of the road” and this can be difficult with a significantly better rate of climb
than other gliders in the thermal. Consequently, achieving a significantly better climbing ability
is not necessarily of great advantage. Interthermal flight, especially the final glide, is where a
pilot will be able to benefit from gains in high speed performance. The requirement to cruise at
speeds much greater than that of the L/Dmax forces a sailplane to have a reasonably flat speed
polar. Smaller sink rates at high cruise speeds allow a pilot to complete glides with fewer stops to
find and climb in thermals, which will win competitions if their competitors need to climb in the
last glide portion to finish the course.
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Wing and Horizontal Stabilizer Re-Sizing
For this research, the current inboard and outboard airfoils of the Discus-2b wing are both
replaced by the S414. The winglet for the Discus-2b is maintained but would be worth
redesigning in the future. The S414’s larger Cl,max allows the wing loading and AR to be
increased without sacrificing performance in climb or increasing stall speeds. As previously
discussed, it is more beneficial to sacrifice performance in climb for better performance in glide.
To achieve a similar climb rate to the Discus-2b with the incorporation of the S414 airfoil, the
wing area was reduced by 15% while maintaining the same taper ratio. The main benefit in the
decrease of wing area is the decreased wing profile drag it contributes to, calculated by

(3)

in PGEN.
Several lift forces contribute to longitudinal stability, displayed in Fig. 11. To maintain
longitudinal stability with the changes to the airfoil and wing area, the horizontal tail must also
be resized. Tail area must be large enough for trimming the aircraft in steady, level flight (𝐶𝑀𝐶𝐺 =
0) and for maneuvering with changes in pitch. The horizontal tail size can be obtained using the
expression,

(4)

which provides a starting point for resizing the horizontal tail based on the increases in the nosedown pitching-moment coefficient, shown in Fig. 10, and wing lift coefficient, as well as the
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reduction in wing area and mean aerodynamic chord [5]. CLH and lt are maintained for the SNLF
aircraft because the horizontal tail airfoil and fuselage are kept the same as the Discus-2b,
respectively. The changes to aircraft parameters based on the results of these resizing efforts are
listed in Table 1. It is assumed for this study that the changes to wing and horizontal tail areas do
not affect the overall weight of the aircraft.

Figure 10: Pitching Moment Coefficient Comparison between the inboard
Discus and S414 Airfoil

Figure 11: Force and moment definitions for longitudinal stability analysis [5]
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Summary of Technical Data

Table 1 Aircraft Parameters of the Discus-2b and the SNLF Aircraft

Span (m)
S (m2)
𝑐𝜇 (m)
AR
lt (m)
St (m2)
W/S (kg/m2)

Discus-2b
15
10.12
0.68
22.2
4.204
0.99
30.7-51.7

SNLF Aircraft
15
8.602
0.57
26.2
4.204
1.20
36.0-59.3
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Chapter 4
Cross-Country Performance
The average cross-country speed of a sailplane is a function of both the climb rate
achieved in thermals and the glide speed, shown in Fig.12.

Figure 12: Idealized segment of cross-country flight [5]

For determining the climb rate, Vc in Fig. 12,
(5)
where VT is the thermal strength and VSC is the turning sink rate. The thermal model used in this
analysis has a distribution of lift that varies parabolically with thermal radius. Each thermal is
defined by the strength of lift at the core and its radius, a user input in the programs discussed
above. The thermal profile is clearly an important feature in determining the cross-country
performance of a sailplane and is typically a combination of several thermal strengths and
profiles. A single, representative thermal profile is instead used in this study to simplify the
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results and still provide a meaningful comparison between the two sailplanes. The average crosscountry speed is given by the expression,
𝑉𝑐𝑐 =

𝑉𝑐
𝑉
𝑉𝑐 − 𝑉𝑠 𝑔

(6)

ACCS superimposes the thermal profile over the predicted turning polars to obtain the
optimal climb rate for a particular configuration. The straight flight polar is used to find the interthermal cruise speed needed to optimize the MacCready speed-to-fly.

Speed Polar
A different polar exists for the same sailplane at each gross weight. L/Dmax remains the
same for each weight condition, but the condition with the larger wing loading achieves this at a
higher speed. On good weather days (strong thermal strengths), a pilot will use this to their
advantage by carrying water ballast to take advantage of the better glide ratio at higher speeds
without sacrificing more performance in climb than is gained in glide.
The SNLF aircraft has a slightly greater speed at L/Dmax compared to the original Discus2b, better observed in Fig. 14. Pilots often fly at speeds greater than this speed during glide
portions of a competition, and so it is more important that the speed polar is flat (increase Vs)
past L/Dmax. Both Fig. 13 and 14 show how the SNLF aircraft, light and ballasted, is more
forgiving to pilots flying at higher cruise speeds. This is especially beneficial in the final glide of
a competition where a pilot will need to fly at high speeds without sinking below minimum
height requirements at the finish line.
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Figure 13: Speed Polar Comparison between the Original Discus-2b and SNLF Aircraft

Figure 14: Comparison of predicted lift-to-drag ratios between the
Original Discus-2b and SNLF Aircraft
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Cross-Country Speeds
The average speed of a glider in competition flight is a function of the speed in climb and
speed in glide between thermals. The rate of climb is a function of the thermal strength and the
sink rate of the sailplane circling, as described in eqn. 5. This result depends on the thermal
radius, thermal strength, sailplane mass, circling speed, and bank angle. ACCS takes a thermal
radius as user input and data from the PGEN output file including the optimum bank angle and
turn radius to calculate the sink rate of a sailplane at varying thermal strengths. Cross-country
speeds are then calculated based on the glide, sink, and climb rates in a given segment of flight.
Cross-country results for a thermal radius of 100m and 150m are presented, chosen based on data
taken from previous competitions that shows these as being a typical width of thermal. Here, the
actual thermal strength experienced by a pilot would be much smaller than the core thermal
strengths used to compare cross country speeds, due to the decrease in thermal strength outwards
from the core and the glider’s sink in climb.
At a thermal radius of 100m, only the unballasted SNLF aircraft outperforms the baseline
aircraft at a core thermal strength above 3 m/s, as shown in Figs. 15 and 16. At a radius of 150m,
the SNLF-light aircraft outperforms its competitor at core thermal strengths above 2.5 m/s, and
the SNLF aircraft wants to carry ballast at lower thermal strengths than the Discus-2b would, as
shown in Figs. 17 and 18. These results are promising for good-weather days, but future work
should be done to improve this aircraft in weak weather days.
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Figure 15: Average Vcc for varying Thermal Strengths, Thermal Radius = 100m

Figure 16: %ΔVcc Compared to the Discus-2b light, Thermal Radius = 100m
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Figure 17: Average Vcc for varying Thermal Strengths, Thermal Radius = 150m

Figure 18: %ΔVcc Compared to the Discus-2b light, Thermal Radius = 150m
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Chapter 5
Conclusion
Although the performance gains seen from incorporating the S414 Airfoil are limited to
moderate thermal strengths or greater, the magnitude of these gains suggest this as a worthwhile
future area of research and test. Wing profile drag is a significantly large portion of overall drag,
especially in interthermal flight and makes the SNLF airfoil a good candidate for improving
sailplane performance. Desirable performance in moderate and good weather is achievable by
incorporating an existing SNLF airfoil on a currently competitive aircraft, with increases in
cross-country speeds around 3.0% at an average thermal strength of 4.5 m/s. An important area
of improvement is the aircraft’s larger lift-to-drag ratios at high speeds where a pilot will want to
fly during glide, especially during the final glide.
Computational fluid dynamics (CFD), using newly developed transition modeling
necessary for analyzing sailplane flight, could be used to further predict and validate this
aircraft’s performance. Additional work should include analyzing the winglet’s performance and
designing a new one specifically for the new wing planform presented in this study. Further
study should include designing an airfoil optimized for glider flight and completing a similar
comparison study as the one presented here, as well as developing SNLF airfoils with movable
aft elements or a simple flap for gliders competing in soaring classes that allow flaps. If this
concept went into ground or flight test, a new wing and horizontal stabilizer could be
incorporated on the current Discus fuselage without too many other modifications.
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APPENDIX

Figure 19: Sample PGEN wing geometry input file

Figure 20: Sample PGEN aircraft geometry input file
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